EligibilityPlus™

Get a Comprehensive and
Current Picture of Patient
Coverage – in Seconds

Meet Recondo’s EligibilityPlus™ data service, the
automated way to discover a patient’s true levels of
coverage before or after services. It easily integrates with
Epic and other major systems and drives a rapid drop in
eligibility-related denials.

EligibilityPlus benefits:
• Most comprehensive insight into payer coverage. Using Recondo’s
patented ReconBot™ technology, EligibilityPlus automatically retrieves
and combines data from payer portals and EDI transactions to
present the most complete benefit detail available. Accurate coverage
is quickly identified, from both commercial and government payers,
including exchange plans. EligibilityPlus even supports Medicare DDE
eligibility checking.
• Checks if coverage is available for self-pay patients. With
EligibilityPlus, there’s no need to pay an external vendor to perform
this important task—the data service automatically verifies pre- and
post-service if patients that identify as “self-pay” qualify for commercial
or Medicaid coverage.
• Actionable intelligence decreases eligibility-related denials.
EligibilityPlus offers the fullest and most up-to-date picture of patient
coverage for hundreds of plans. As an extra measure of protection, it
even provides intelligent alerting of denial risk.
• Seamless eligibility-checking experience. EligibilityPlus easily works
within major systems like Epic, boosting patient estimation features
and other workflows.

How Recondo Intelligence
Makes Revenue Cycle
Management Smarter
Hospital information systems are good
at managing patient data. But imagine a
system that can also automatically retrieve
a patient’s complete benefit detail and give
valuable insight into denial risk. Or show
authorization status on every procedure.
Or wrap up a patient registration with an
accurate estimate of what the patient will
owe. Those are just some of the tasks that
Recondo intelligence feeds can automate
within widely-used HIS and Revenue Cycle
workflow systems, including:
• Epic
• McKesson
• Meditech
• Cerner		
• Allscripts
• Artiva
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AUTHORIZATION MANAGEMENT

Meet the Bot that
AUTOMATES AUTHORIZATION MANAGEMENT.
It’s highly intelligent. It never stops working. Recondo’s ReconBot technology breaks records and chains for Patient Access
departments trapped in a mire of payer red tape. ReconBots take the revenue cycle to the next level by automatically gathering
the latest information from payer websites and hospital information systems to present complete and coherent answers on
patient eligibility for coverage.

Proprietary Intelligence

Unmatched Technology

Proven Experience

• Removes most patient eligibility tasks from
manual intervention

• Retrieves patient eligibility answers in
seconds — more than manual efforts
could obtain in a year

• A portfolio of recognized and referenceable
customers

• Credentialed access to 300+ payer portals
in states across the country
• Also supports eligibility checking for 95+
payers that don’t provide portal data

• More experience obtaining and
interpreting authorization data than any
other vendor

• Scales to accommodate large health
system needs
• Easily integrates with most major HIS and
Revenue Cycle systems
• Queries and retrieves data from multiple
sources to bring back complete answers

MONITOR

RETRIEVE

Continuous watch on hundreds
of payer websites for answers

Identiﬁes and grabs the right data

• Revenue cycle management solutions
in active use at 900+ hospitals around
the country

DISTRIBUTE
Knowledge veriﬁed and provided
Eligibility | Authorization | Claims Status

BOT FARM

About Recondo Technology
Recondo empowers more than 900 hospitals and health systems with solutions that connect providers with over 90% of the nation’s payers
and their patients to ensure proper and accelerated payments across the care continuum. Our software and expertise streamline operations
and achieve efficiencies and cost savings from patient access through claim status to payment processing. Visit us at www.recondotech.com
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